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Two-electron transfer reactions in proteins: Bridge-mediated and proton-assisted processes
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Nonadiabatic two-electron transfer~TET! reactions through donor-bridge-acceptor~DBA! systems is inves-
tigated within the approximation of fast vibrational relaxation. For TET reactions in which the population of
bridging states remains small~less than 1022) it is demonstrated that a multiexponential transition process
reduces to three-state kinetics. The transfer starts at the state with two excess electrons at the D center
(D22BA), goes through the intermediate~transient! state with one electron at the D center and one at the A
center (D2BA2), and ends up with the two electrons at the A center (DBA22). Furthermore, if the population
of the intermediate state becomes also small the two-exponential kinetics can be transformed with high
accuracy to single-exponential D-A TET kinetics. The related overall transfer rate contains contributions from
stepwise and from concerted TET. The latter process is determined by a specific two-electron superexchange
coupling incorporating the bridging states (D2B2A and DB2A2) as well as the intermediate state (D2BA2).
As an example, the reduction of micothione reductase by nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate is
analyzed. Existing experimental data can be explained if one assumes that the proton-assisted reduction of the
enzyme is realized by the concerted TET mechanism.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.061916 PACS number~s!: 87.14.Ee, 34.30.1h, 82.20.Fd, 82.20.Rp
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I. INTRODUCTION

Oxidation-reduction reactions which take place in biolo
cal systems are characterized by the transfer of electrons
protons through protein complexes, DNA fragments,
through the various phosphor lipid molecules of the c
membranes@1–8#. A number of these reactions refer to th
multielectron type. The eight-electron reduction reaction
N2 to ammonia in nitrogenase@9# and the four-electron re
duction of O2 to water in cytochromec oxidase@10# are the
most famous examples. Even the two-electron transfer~TET!
reaction which represents the simplest multielectron tran
process proceeds in a much more complex way than
single-electron transfer. This difficulty has been clearly de
onstrated for the two-electron cyclic voltametry in the mod
systems for flavoenzme activities@11# and for numerous
chemical compounds@12–14#. Despite the fact that TET re
actions in proteins are characterized by a number of inter
diate electronic states related, for example, to the subst
enzyme ~S-E! complex, most of the oxidation-reductio
reactions can be described by single- or two-exponentia
netics. We mention here the reaction in mycothione reduc
@15#, in monoohygenase@16#, in nickel-iron hydrogenase
@17#, and in hemerythrin@18#. In noting that the observed
single-exponential and two-exponential kinetics often res
from underlying two-state or three-state systems, resp
tively, just such types of simple systems can be taken
reference models to describe TET processes. As an exam
we refer to the three-state model used to describe do
acceptor~D-A! TET in polar solution@19,20# ~with an appli-
cation of the Marcus theory of ET@21#!.

In protein structures, numerous enzyme-catalyzed D
TET reactions are accompanied by the uptake and/or the
lease of a single or a few protons.@For instance, the inter
conversion between vanadium~III ! and oxovanadium~V!
1063-651X/2003/68~6!/061916~17!/$20.00 68 0619
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mediated by the vanadium haloperoxidases@22# proceeds as
a proton-assisted TET process.# Of central importance for
many catalyzed reactions is the hydride~:H2) transfer, i.e.,
the transfer of the coupled system of two electrons an
single proton. Theoretical descriptions of hydride transfer
undertaken either by direct numerical simulations@23# or by
the calculation of the transfer rate based on the Mar
theory of ET in D-A systems@24#. However, it might be also
possible that proton-coupled TET occurs as a reduc
equivalent, i.e., as a hydride fraction. Or alternatively, t
proton and the electrons may be transferred stepwise@16#.

Thus, there exists a real need for a suitable theory wh
is able to describe the various types of TET reactions incl
ing the single~two! proton-assisted TET. In contrast to th
lack of a comprehensive TET theory, well-established m
els for single-electron transfer reactions exist@7#. Modified
versions of this theory have been utilized to evaluate pro
transfer reactions@25–28#, proton-coupled ET@29,30#, and
hydrogen atom transfer@31,32#. But the question arises
whether in such S-E complexes the sequential and/or
superexchange mechanism is responsible for the brid
mediated D-A TET.~For example, it has been recently dem
onstrated that a two-electron reduction of flavin adenine
nucleotide~FAD! by quinone in fumarate reductase occu
along the chain of hemes or Fe-S clusters@33#.! To charac-
terize the importance of the sequential and the supe
change mechanisms for D-A TET reactions it seems to
most adequate to generalize the unified description of sin
electron transfer as given in Refs.@34–42#. Therefore, we
will follow our earlier approach~see Refs.@40–42#. Within
this treatment of single-electron transfer, rate equations
the electronic state populations have been derived includ
nonadiabatic rate expressions which account for the supe
change as well as the sequential mechanism of ET.

It is the goal of the present paper to adopt this appro
©2003 The American Physical Society16-1
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and to develop a unified description of D-A TET capable
evaluating contributions from superexchange and seque
pathways through the bridging structure. For the special c
of oxidation-reduction reactions where the TET procee
against the background of fast protonation-deprotona
transitions in the electron-transferring molecular system,
given approach allows one to specify thepH dependence o
nonadiabatic TET reactions in protein structures and
clarify the possible pathways of the TET reaction within t
catalitic center of enzymes.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the deri
tion of the basic kinetic equations is presented. They inc
porate concerted as well as stepwise pathways of nona
batic TET through the bridging structure. Furthermore,
respective rate constants and the overall transfer rates
quoted. To have an example or the distance dependenc
the overall rate, D-A TET through a regular bridge is d
cussed in Sec. III. Additionally, the description of proto
assisted D-A TET valid for oxidation-reduction reactions a
companied by fast protonation-deprotonation transitions
given. An application of the theory to interpret experimen
results on the TET reduction of mycothione reductase is p
sented in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, some general remarks on
interplay of concerted and stepwise mechanisms of D-A T
are presented.

II. KINETICS OF NONADIABATIC D-A TET PROCESSES

Distant TET will be considered in the following as
nonadiabatic reaction where the two electrons are transfe
between spatially well separated D and A centers. In S
complexes both centers are interconnected by specific
lecular structures acting as a bridge. It is a characteri
feature of nonadiabatic ET that it proceeds against the b
ground of considerably faster relaxation processes. Since
will study ET processes on a time scale much larger than
characteristic timet rel of the ~intrastate! relaxation processe
an essential simplification of the description becomes p
sible. As it is well established such a simplified descripti
may be based on a coarse-grained approach@40–42#. In
complex molecular structures such as proteins each e
tronic state is characterized by a number of different s
states formed, e.g., by the associated or dissociated stat
a S-E complex including protonated or deprotonated state
separate molecular groups. Here we will restrict ourself
such TET processes where the characteristic timetsubstof the
transitions between those substates which belong to the s
electronic state largely exceedst rel but remains much smalle
than the characteristic timetTET of the TET reaction itself.
The related inequality

t rel!tsubst!tTET ~1!

represents the precondition to apply the coarse-grained
scription of transfer processes. But before utilizing th
method we have to fix the model ready to describe T
reactions.
06191
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A. DBA model and basic rate equations

A comprehensive description of TET reaction in DB
systems has been given recently by us in Ref.@43#. Below,
we will restrict to TET processes which take place via sing
electron pathways. They are of most importance for sh
bridges where the Coulomb interaction between the tra
ferred electrons substantially increases the energy gap
tween the initial donor~final acceptor! state and the interme
diate bridging state. As a result the TET with th
participation of single-electron bridge states becomes m
effective compared to pathways where two electrons sim
taneously occupy the bridge B[(B1B2 . . . BN) ~see, i.e., the
discussion in Ref.@44#!. Single-electron pathways ma
dominate the TET reaction if the D and the A redox-cent
are surrounded by polar groups while the bridge units Bm are
exposed to a nonpolar medium~such a situation is typical for
biosystems!. In this case, polarization effects can essentia
increase the energy gapE(DB22A) –E(D22BA) between
the states related to a twofold occupied bridge and the re
tant state. Roughly speaking, a restriction to single-elect
pathways in the case of nonadiabatic TET becomes poss
if the energy differenceE(DB22A) 2E(D2B2A) exceeds 1
eV.

Let us introduce the set of electronic states of the D
system involved in the TET reaction. The initial state of t
TET reaction is given by the D center populated by tw
excess electrons:

uD&[uD22B1B2•••Bm•••BNA&. ~2!

If one of the two electrons through the bridge we obtain
states

uBm&[uD2B1B2•••Bm
2
•••BNA&. ~3!

If the single electron arrived at the A center we get what w
be considered in the following as the intermediate state
the TET process:

uI &[uD2B1B2•••Bm•••BNA2&. ~4!

The state with one electron in the bridge B and one at th
center reads

uB̃n&5uDB1B2•••Bn
2
•••BNA2&, ~5!

and the product state of the reaction is given by

uA&[uDB1B2•••Bm•••BNA22&, ~6!

where both electrons arrived at the A center.~Here and below
the electronic states and the sites of electron localization
denoted by capital italic and capital roman letters, resp
tively.! As already discussed, those states referring to a po
lation of B with both electrons will not be taken into accoun
In this way we assume that the TET proceeds via the in
mediate statesuI & which are created after the first~single-
electron! step of the TET.

The related electronic energies~minimum of the respec-
tive potential energy surfaces! are denoted by
6-2
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ED[E~D22BA!, ~7!

EB[E~D2B2A!, ~8!

EI[E~D2BA2!, ~9!

EB̃[E~DB2A2!, ~10!

and

EA[E~DBA22!. ~11!

For notational simplicity we had omitted the indicesl m
specifying the conformational states of the DBA syste
Moreover, Eqs.~8! and ~10! assume that the two categorie
of theN states with a single electron in the bridge@the states
uBm&, Eq. ~3!, and the statesuB̃n&, Eq. ~5!#, are each charac
terized by the set of energiesE(D2B1

2B2•••Bm•••BNA)
'E(D2B1B2•••Bm

2
•••BNA)'E(D2B1B2•••Bm•••BN

2A)
[E(D2B2A)[EB and E(DB1

2B2•••Bm•••BNA2)
'E(DB1B2•••Bm

2
•••BNA2)'E(DB1B2•••Bm•••BN

2A2)
[E(DB2A2)[EB̃ , respectively. The relative positions o
these energies are shown in Fig. 1. To have a positive driv
force for the overall TET reactionEA has to be positioned a
the bottom of the energy scheme. Although two excess e
trons are located at the A part of the DBA system a hu
reorganization stabilizes this state against all other state
similar assumption of a remarkable reorganization has b
taken for the initial state of the TET. Because of that reor
nization ED could be placed just aboveEA . If we provide
that a possible energy reorganization of the bridge B u
the presence of a single excess electron at anymth unit is
less than that of the D and the A, the arrangement of
remaining levels shown in Fig. 1 becomes clear, i.e.,EB and
EB̃ have been positioned at the top andEI in between. The
sequence ofEB and EB̃ , however, seems to be somewh
arbitrary but settingEB̃.EB may correspond to the fact tha
the A shows the biggest reorganization if excess electrons
present.

To achieve a unified description of nonadiabatic electr
transfer processes as in the case of single-electron tra

FIG. 1. Energetic position of the electronic states in the DB
system with a regular bridge.
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the TET Hamiltonian is written in local electron-vibration
states uM $vM%& ~note the introduction of the symbolM
which additionally accounts for the presence of electro
sublevels denoted byl ). Its diagonal part reads

H05(
M

(
$vM%

E~M $vM%!uM $vM%&^M $vM%u, ~12!

whereas the off-diagonal part is given by

V5 (
M ,M8

(
$vM%$v

M8
8 %

VM $vM% M8$v
M8
8 %uM $vM%&^M 8$vM8%u.

~13!

E(M $vM%) are the two-electron vibrational energies of t
DBA system, for example, ifM5Dl D thenE(Dl D ,$v l D

%) is

the energy of the$v l D
%th vibrational level of thel Dth sub-

state belonging to the electronic state with both electr
located at the D. Furthermore, to give another example
M5B̃nl B̃n thenE(B̃n ,l B̃n

$v B̃n
%) is the energy of the$v B̃n

%th

vibrational level of thel B̃n
th substate belonging theB̃nth

electronic state. The coupling among all these types of st
is described byVM $vM%M8$vM8%

. It accounts for electron-

vibrational transitions between different substatesl m and l m8
of the same electronic statem (M5mlm , M 85mlm8 ), or
between the substatesl m and l m8 belonging the different
electronic statesm andm8 (M5mlm ,M 85m8l m8).

The introduced TET model is of such a type that we c
directly use the technique of Refs.@40–42# to derive a set of
coarse-grained rate equations for the populations of all st
introduced so far.~A short explanation of how to derive th
rate equations can be found in Appendix A.! The populations
for which time evolution is described by the rate equatio
are PD(t), PI(t), and PA(t) for the basic electronic states
Eqs. ~2!, ~4!, and ~6!. Moreover, we have to consider th
populationsPm(t) and P̃n(t) referring to the first and the
second type of bridging states, Eqs.~3! and~5!, respectively.
According to the notation of all rate constants as given
scheme of Fig. 2 the set of equations for the state populat
reads

FIG. 2. Kinetic scheme of the D-A TET process through a reg
lar bridge ofN units.
6-3
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ṖD~ t !52~qD1kDA!PD~ t !1k1DP1~ t !1kID PI~ t !

1kADPA~ t !, ~14!

Ṗ1~ t !52q1P1~ t !1kD1PD~ t !1bP2~ t !, ~15!

Ṗm~ t !52qPm~ t !1aPm21~ t !1bPm11~ t !,

~m52,3, . . . ,N21!, ~16!

ṖN~ t !52qNPN~ t !1kINPI~ t !1aPN21~ t !, ~17!

ṖI~ t !52~qI
(1)1qI

(2)!PI~ t !1kNIPN~ t !1kDI PD~ t !

1r 1I P̃1~ t !1kAIPA~ t !, ~18!

Ṗ̃1~ t !52q̃1P̃1~ t !1r I1PI~ t !1b P̃2~ t !, ~19!

Ṗ̃n~ t !52qP̃n~ t !1a P̃n21~ t !1b P̃n11~ t !,

~n52,3, . . . ,N21!, ~20!

Ṗ̃N~ t !52q̃NP̃N~ t !1r ANPA~ t !1a P̃N21~ t !, ~21!

ṖA~ t !52~qA1kAD!PA~ t !1r NAP̃N~ t !1kIAPI~ t !

1kDAPD~ t !. ~22!

These rate equations have to be complemented by the
lowing abbreviations introduced for different rate expre
sions

qD[kD11kDI , q1[k1D1a, qN[kNI1b,

q̃1[r 1I1a, q̃N[r NA1b,

qA[r AN1kAI , qI
(1)[kIN1kID , qI

(2)[r I11kIA ,

q[a1b. ~23!

For the numerical calculations presented later we have u
rate expressions of the Marcus form,

kmn5
2p

\

uVnmu2

A4plmnkBT
expF2

~DEmn2lmn!
2

4lmnkBT G , ~24!

which are widely employed for the description of dista
D-A ET in biological systems@2,3,5–8#. If the rates belong
to superexchange transitions the coupling matricesVmn are
effective quantities formed by the elementary transfer in
grals which couple neighboring sites~cf. Appendix B!. For
the other casesVmn are given by the elementary transf
integrals. The various energy gapsDEmn in Eq. ~24! are
defined as follows~see also Fig. 1!. Those participating in
the first single-electron transfer step are

DE1D[DED5E~D2B2A!–E~D22BA!,

DENI[DEI
(1)5E~D2B2A!–E~D2BA2!,
06191
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DEID5E~D2BA2!–E~D22BA!5DED2DEI
(1) .

The corresponding reorganization energieslmn are denoted
asl1D , lNI , andl ID . r mn describing the second step of th
TET reaction have the same form as in Eq.~24!, but the
transfer coupling matrix elementsVD1 , VAN , andVID have
to be replaced byVD18 , VAN8 , andVAI , respectively. Further-
more, the energy gaps and the corresponding reorganiza
energies are

DE1I[DEI
(2)5E~DB2A2!2E~D2BA2!,

DENA[DEA5E~DB2A2!2E~DBA22!,

DEIA5E~D2BA2!–E~DBA22!5DEA2DEI
(2) ,

and

l1I , lNA , l IA ,

respectively. In the case of the two-electron superexcha
rate constant kDA (kAD) we take DEDA[DE
5E(D22BA) –E(DBA22) and the reorganization energ
lDA. The rate of the sequential electron motion along
regular B are taken as

a5b5
2p

\

uVBu2

A4plBkBT
expF2

lB

4lBkBTG , ~25!

where it has been assumed that the bridge driving for
vanish. uVBu[uVmm11u5uVmm21u and lB denote the elec-
tronic coupling and the reorganization energy, respective

B. Reduced set of kinetic equations

The TET reaction described by the rate equations~14!–
~22! is determined by a multiexponential law with 2(N11)
different transfer ratesK1 ,K2 , . . . ,K2N12 In the most gen-
eral case it is only possible to determine the rates by num
cal methods. However, in the regime of the so-called D
TET, analytical expressions for the overall rates can be
rived and a detailed analysis of the TET reaction becom
possible. The D-A TET regime is met if the integral popul
tion of the bridging structure,PB(t), remains very small dur-
ing the transfer. To derive reduced rate equations valid
this D-A TET regime we follow our approach given in Re
@42#. To start with we define the integral bridge population

PB~ t !5 (
m51

N

Pm~ t !1 (
n51

N

P̃n~ t !!1. ~26!

It is our aim to reduce the large set of rate equations~22! to
a set of three equations valid for the population of the ba
states, Eqs.~2!, ~4!, and~6!. It follows ~for details see Refs
@42,43#! that

ṖD~ t !52~kf
(1)1kDA!PD~ t !1kb

(1)PI~ t !1kADPA~ t !,
6-4
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ṖI~ t !52~kf
(2)1kb

(1)!PI~ t !1kf
(1)PD~ t !1kb

(2)PA~ t !,

ṖA~ t !52~kb
(2)1kAD!PA~ t !1kf

(2)PI~ t !1kDAPD~ t !.

~27!

The effective forward~f! and effective backward~b! rates are
given by a specific combination of those rate constants
pearing in the initially derived rate equations~14!–~22!:

kf
(1)5kDI1kDI

(seq) , kb
(1)5kID1kID

(seq) ,

kDI
(seq)5kD1kNIa

N21/D1 , kID
(seq)5k1DkINbN21/D1 ,

~28!

and

kf
(2)5kIA1kIA

(seq) , kb
(2)5kAI1kAI

(seq) ,

kIA
(seq)5r I1r NAaN21/D2 , kAI

(seq)5r 1I r ANbN21/D2 ,

~29!

where

D15kNIa
N211k1DbN211k1DkNID~N22!,

D25r NAaN211r 1Ib
N211r 1I r NAD~N22!, ~30!

and

D~M !5~ab!M /2
sinh@x~M11!#

sinhx
, @ex5~a/b!1/2#.

~31!

The rate expressions~28! characterize the forward transition
related to the first and the second single-electron step of
common TET process and the rate expressions~29! are valid
for the backward transitions. Each transfer rate includes
perexchange contributions~rateskDI ,kID and kIA ,kAI) and
sequential contributions~rates kDI

(seq) , kID
(seq) and kIA

(seq) ,
kAI

(seq)) pointing out the complex character of both sing
electron steps of the TET reaction.

Note that the TET process is also defined by the dir
pathways, (D221A→D1A22) and (D221A←D1A22).
The corresponding transfer rateskDA andkAD are caused by
the repeated superexchange between D and A centers~see
Appendix B!. Just this type of superexchange leads to
concerted mechanism of the TET reaction along a sin
bridge.

The exactsolution of Eqs.~27! is simply obtained as

PJ~ t !5PJ~`!1CJ
(1)e2K1t1CJ

(2)e2K2t, ~J5D,I ,A!,

~32!

where

PD~`!5~a1kb
(1)1d2kf

(2)!/~a1d12a2d2!,

PA~`!5~a2kb
(1)1d1kf

(2)!/~a1d12a2d2!,

PI~`!512PD~`!2PA~`! ~33!
06191
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are the steady state populations of the respective states
concrete form ofCJ

(1) andCJ
(2) follows from the normaliza-

tion conditionPD(t)1PI(t)1PA(t)'1 and the initial con-
dition which is taken here asPD(0)51, PI(0)50, PA(0)
50, PB(0)50. One obtains

CD
(1)5

K11PD~`!K22a12kb
(1)

K12K2
,

CD
(2)5

a11kb
(1)2K22PD~`!K1

K12K2
,

CA
(1)5

PA~`!K22a22kf
(2)

K12K2
, CA

(2)5
a21kf

(2)2PA~`!K1

K12K2
,

CI
(1)52~CD

(1)1CA
(1)!, CI

(2)52~CD
(2)1CA

(2)!. ~34!

The overall transfer rates read

K15 1
2 @a11d11A~a12d1!214a2d2#,

K25 1
2 @a11d12A~a12d1!214a2d2#, ~35!

where

a1[kf
(2)1kb

(2)1kAD , a2[kDA2kf
(2) ,

d1[kf
(1)1kb

(1)1kDA , d2[kAD2kb
(1) . ~36!

Figure 3 shows the excellent agreement between the des
tion of the D-A TET kinetics by an exact numerical solutio
of the set of Eqs.~22! and by the approximate analytica
solution ~coarse-grained approach!, Eq. ~32!. The analysis
shows that such an agreement persists if the bridge pop
tion PB does not exceed 1022. Note that the bridge popula
tions Pm(t) and P̃n(t) exhibit a multiexponential time be
havior with fast and slow kinetic phases, Fig. 3~b!, although
the state populationsPD(t), PI(t), andPA(t) follow a two-
exponential evolution. But, due to the inequality~26! the fast
kinetic phases do not influence the time dependence of
uD&, uI &, anduA& state populations.

III. SINGLE-EXPONENTIAL D-A TET

Let us suppose that the population of the intermedi
electronic stateuI &, Eq. ~4!, becomes small during the D-A
TET. Therefore the condition~26! has to be complemente
by the inequality

PI~ t !!1. ~37!

The inspection of the coarse-grained solution shows that
inequality is satisfied if

kb
(1) ,kf

(2)@kf
(1) ,kb

(2) , ~38!

what finally results in the relationK1@K2. Concentrating on
the time scaleDt@K1

21 single-exponential kinetics is ob
tained:
6-5
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PD~ t !.PD~`!1@12PD~`!#e2KTETt,

PA~ t !.PA~`!~12e2KTETt!. ~39!

The overall D-A TET rateKTET5K2 takes the form

KTET5tTET
21 5KTET

(step)1KTET
(conc). ~40!

The ratesKTET
(step) and KTET

(conc) are originated by the stepwis
and of the concerted mechanism, respectively. Both are
resented as a sum of corresponding forward and backw
transfer rates so that we get

FIG. 3. Kinetics of the D-A TET process described by the ex
numerical solution of Eqs.~22! and the analytic two-exponentia
solution~32!. The two-exponential evolution of the donor, accep
and intermediate state population completely coincides with the
act evolution@panel~a!# despite the fact that the bridge state pop
lations exhibit a multiexponential time behavior@panel ~b!#. The
rate constants~24! are taken atDED5DEA50.32 eV, DEI

(1)

50.30 eV, DEI
(2)50.28 eV; l1D5lNI5l ID50.8 eV, l1I5lNA

5l IA50.5 eV, lDA51 eV, lB50.7 eV; VD15VNA5VD18 5VNA8
50.02 eV, VB50.03 eV, VD150.02 eV; N55, T5298 K. The
notations 1 and 2@panel ~b!# indicate the set of curvesPm

5Pm(t), (m51,2, . . . ,5) and P̃n5 P̃n(t), (n51,2, . . . ,5) for
bridge populations which appear at the first and the second sin
electron stage of the common TET process, respectively.@Note that
bridge populations are smaller by the factor 1025 than the interme-
diate state populationsPI shown in panel~a!.#
06191
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rd

KTET
(step)5Kstep

(f) 1Kstep
(b) , Kstep

(f) 5
kDIkIA

kID1kIA
, Kstep

(b) 5
kAIkID

kID1kIA
,

~41!

and

KTET
(conc)5Kconc

(f) 1Kconc
(b) , Kconc

(f) 5kDA , Kconc
(b) 5kAD .

~42!

Figure 4 confirms the validity of the single-exponential d
scription of the bridge-mediated D-A TET reaction based
Eqs. ~39!–~42!. ~A single-exponential description is valid i
PB ,PI,1022.! Although the evolution of the bridge and in
termediate state populations includes fast components
shown in Fig. 4~b!, the fast kinetic phases does not influen
the evolution of the donor and the acceptor populations, w
is justified by Fig. 4~a!. In what follows we will consider two
example for a single-exponential description of bridg
mediated D-A TET processes.

t

r
x-
-

le-

FIG. 4. Kinetics of the D-A TET process decribed by the exa
numerical solution of Eqs.~22! and the analytic two-exponentia
solution ~39!. The two-exponential evolution of the donor and th
acceptor population completely coincides with the exact evolut
@panel ~a!# despite the fact that the intermediate and bridge s
populations exhibit a multiexponential time evolution@panel ~b!#.
The indexI indicates the curvePI5PI(t). For the notation 1 and 2
@panel~b! including the insert# see Fig. 3. Equations~24! are cal-
culated for the same parameters as in Fig. 3 exceptDEI

(1)

50.005 eV andDEI
(2)50.003 eV.
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TWO-ELECTRON TRANSFER REACTIONS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 061916 ~2003!
A. Length dependence of D-A TET overall transfer rate

A dependence of the overall D-A TET rate on the numb
of bridge unitsN can be found in the stepwise as well as t
concerted contribution. Let us introduce the sequential de
parameter

j15
k1D@kNI2a~12g!#

a~kNI1k1D!
. ~43!

It characterizes the electron hopping in the course of the
single-electron bridge-mediated pathway. That for the sec
single-electron bridge-mediated pathway reads

j25
r 1I@r NA2a~12g!#

a~kNA1k1I !
. ~44!

Respective superexchange decay parameters can be
duced as

z1522 lnF uVBu

~DEDDEI
(1)!1/2G , ~45!

and

z2522 lnF uVBu

~DEADEI
(2)!1/2G . ~46!

Then, the transfer rates related to the stepwise pathway,
~28! and ~29!, can be written in the following form:

kDI5kDI
(0sup)e2z1(N21)1

kDI
(0seq)

11j1R~N!
,

kID5kID
(0sup)e2z1(N21)1

kID
(0seq)@12~12g!R~N!#

11j1R~N!
,

kIA5kIA
(0sup)e2z2(N21)1

kIA
(0seq)

11j2R~N!
,

kAI5kAI
(0sup)e2z2(N21)1

kAI
(0seq)@12~12g!R~N!#

11j2R~N!
.

~47!

In Eqs. ~45! and ~46! the quantitiesDEID5DED2DEI
(1) ,

and DEIA5DEA2DEI
(2) are the gaps between the ener

position of intermediate stateuI & and theuD& and uA& state,
respectively~see Fig. 1!. Note, that theN-dependence of the
sequential mechanism of single-electron transfer is conta
in the factor

R~N!5
12gN21

12g
, ~g[b/a<1!. ~48!

The quantities

kDI
(0seq)5

kD1kNI

kNI1k1D
, kID

(0seq)5
kINk1D

kNI1k1D
,
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kIA
(0seq)5

r I1r NA

r NA1k1I
, kAI

(0seq)5
r ANr 1I

r NA1r 1I
, ~49!

and

kDI (ID )
(0sup) 5

2p

\

uVD1VNAu2

DEDDEI
(1) ~FC!D→I (I→D) ,

kIA(AI)
(0sup)5

2p

\

uVD18 VNA8 u2

DEADEI
(2) ~FC! I→A(A→I ) ~50!

are rates of sequential and superexchange transfer throu
bridge with a single unit, respectively.

Introducing the two-electron superexchange decay par
eters

z18522 lnF uVBu

~DEDDẼD!1/2G , ~ẼD5DED1DEI
(2)2DEI

(1)!,

~51!

and

z28522 lnF uVBu

~DEADẼA!1/2G , ~ẼA5DEA1DEI
(1)2DEI

(2)!

~52!

the respective rates can be written as

kDA(AD)5kDA(AD)
(0) e2z(N21), ~z5z181z28!, ~53!

where kDA(AD)
(0) is the two-electron superexchange trans

rate through a bridge with a single unit.
Equations~28! and~29! together with the concrete expre

sions for the transfer rates, Eqs.~47! and ~53!, allow us to
estimate the length dependence of the D-A TET for differ
transfer regimes. As an example, we will consider this len

FIG. 5. Distance dependence of the D-A TET overall trans
rate ~40! obtained from Eqs.~47! and ~53!. The calculation of the
rate constants are performed with parameters identical to thos
Fig. 4 exceptlB50.4,0.6,0.7 eV. The superexchange mechan
dominates atN52,3 while atN.3 the main contribution to the rate
stems from the sequential mechanism. At the given parame
both mechanisms form a stepwise pathway of D-A TET.
6-7
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FIG. 6. Kinetic scheme of the D-A TET in a
model where the transient stateI, Eq. ~4!, corre-
sponds to a singly oxidated donor and singly r
duced acceptor center.a and d denote the elec-
tronic substates with two accepted and tw
released protons, respectively, wherasb and c
give the substates with one accepted and one
leased proton. Wavy lines indicate the fast sing
particle protonation/deprotonation process; t
proton exchange between the D and A centers
represented by the dashed arrows.~Since the en-
ergies of bridge units are assumed to be indep
dent of thepH value the symbols B1 , . . . ,BN are
omitted in scheme!.
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dependence for different hopping ratesa(5b). The differ-
ent values ofa follow from a variation of the related reor
ganization energylB . According to Eqs.~43! and ~44! for
the sequential decay parameters and Eqs.~45! and ~46! for
the superexchange decay parameters both types of pa
eters decrease for an increasinglB ~due to the increase o
a). Figure 5 displays theN dependence ofKTET at the step-
wise regime of TET, whereKTET'KTET

(step) @see Eq.~40!#. Al-
though the concerted contribution remains small for
given set of parameters the superexchange~single-electron!
mechanism dominates at a short bridge withN52,3. When
the number of bridge units exceeds three, the main contr
tion to KTET stems from the sequential D-A TET mechanis
Just originated by this contributionKTET shows a much
weaker decrease when the reorganization energylB de-
creases~compare the valuesj150.40, j256.33 at lB
50.7 eV and the valuesj150.016, j250.26 at lB
50.4 eV).

B. pH dependence of the D-A TET overall transfer rate

It has been shown in the preceding section that the D
TET can be reduced to the transitions between three e
tronic statesuD&, uI &, and uA& if the bridge population re-
mains small. In biosystems, as a rule, each electronic s
has to be charcaterized by a manifold of substates. Acc
ingly, the D-A TET reactions have to be analyzed by taki
into account all these substates. In the following, we w
consider D-A TET in such systems where the substates
only associated with protonated and deprotonated group
the donor and the acceptor, while each bridge unit is defi
by a single electronic term only. It means that each electro
state um& 5 uD&,uI &,uA& is characterized by its protonate
( l m5p) and deprotonated (l m5dp) substate~see Appendix
A!. The protonation-deprotonation processes are suppos
be fast enough so that the D-A TET rate constantskmn can be
defined by Eq.~A9!. In this expression the contribution
from the various protonated-deprotonated ET channels
defined by the substate weightsQl m

(m) , Eq. ~A6!, and by the

substate-substate rate constantskmlm→nln
, Eq. ~A2!. To

specifyQl m
(m) we restrict ourself to the case where the pro
06191
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nation or deprotonation of the D and the A centers proc
independently. Therefore we may write

Qa
(m)5 f p D

(m) f p A
(m) , Qb

(m)5 f dp D
(m) f p A

(m)

Qc
(m)5 f p D

(m) f dp A
(m) , Qd

(m)5 f dp D
(m) f dp A

(m) , ~54!

where the statistical weights have been introduced for
protonated (f p D

(m) , f p A
(m)) and the deprotonated (f dp D

(m) , f dp A
(m) )

centers D and A and for the case where the DBA system i
its mth electronic state. The standard expression for
weights reads

f p
(mL)5

@H1#

@H1#1KL
(m)

, f dp
(mL)5

KL
(m)

@H1#1KL
(m)

, ~55!

where@H1# is the proton concentration andKL
(m) is the dis-

sociation constant for theL5D and L5A centers The
scheme of substates belonging each to a separate elect
state is depicted in Fig. 6. Every electronic state include
manifold of four protonated and deprotonated substates
noted bya, b, c, andd. The large boxes refer to the initia
(D), the transient (I ), and the final~A! electronic states
which include all the mentioned substates shown in the sm
boxes.

The kinetic processes shown in Fig. 6 are described b
set of three coupled equations like those of Eq.~27!. The
time evolution of the state populations,PD(t), PI(t), and
PA(t), is given by Eq.~32!. Here we consider the single
exponential limit, Eq.~39!, which is valid forPI(t)!1 @cf.
Eq. ~37!#. For a small population of the transien
intermediate electronic stateI, the kinetics is characterize
by an overall D-A ET transfer rateKTET , Eq. ~40!. The con-
certed and stepwise contribution to the overall D-A TET c
be estimated in comparing the transfer ratesKconc

(f) andKstep
(f) .

The concerted TET is defined as a process for which
electrons change their location in a single hop without alt
ation of the proton location. It means that the correspond
partial rate constants obey the propertykDl→Al8
5kDl→Ald l l 8 (d l l 8 is the Kronecker symbol! and thus the
general form of the rateKconc

(f) reads as follows:
6-8
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TWO-ELECTRON TRANSFER REACTIONS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 061916 ~2003!
Kconc
(f) 5kDA5(

l
Ql

(D)kDl→Al . ~56!

The summation covers all substates (l 5a,b,c,d). Among
the substates related to the initial electronic stateD the larg-
est statistical weight belongs to the substatesa andc. This is
due to the fact that both are characterized by the uptake
proton near the doubly reduced donor center. Therefore,
~56! can be specified as (Kconc

(Dl )[kDl→Al)

Kconc
(f) . f p D

(D) f p A
(D)Kconc

(Da)1 f p D
(D) f dp A

(D) Kconc
(Dc) . ~57!

In accordance with Eq.~41! there exist two limiting cases fo
the stepwise rates, namelyKstep

(f) 'kDI if kIA@kID and Kstep
(f)

'(kDI /kID)kIA if kIA!kID . The first limiting case results in
an expression for the stepwise transfer rate that depend
the actualpH value in a manner which is identical to th
above mentioned dependence of the concerted transfer
Eq. ~57!. The other limiting case is of much more intere
Bearing in mind relation~A10! we may derive

Kstep
(f) '

ZI

ZD
(

l
(
l 8

Ql
(I )kIl →Al8 . ~58!

It is not difficult to show that in the case of four protonate
deprotonated substates as displayed in Fig. 6 the ratio o
electronic partition functions reads

ZI

ZD
5~ f p D

(D) f p A
(D)/ f p D

(I ) f p A
(I ) !e2DGID /RT, ~59!

whereDGID is the difference between the free energies
the completely protonatedI and D states. Substituting the
ratio ~59! into Eq. ~58!, employing the definition~54!, and
keeping only two main terms~related to substatesa andc)
one derives

Kstep
(f) ' f p D

(D) f p A
(D)Kstep

(Ia)1~ f p D
(D) f p A

(D) f dp A
(I ) / f p A

(I ) !Kstep
(Ic) . ~60!

Here, each rate constantKstep
(I l )[( l 8kIl →Al8 includes alterna-

tive channels to reach the final electronic state from the c
crete substateI l . For instance, the channelIa→Aa corre-
sponds to a pure single-electron transfer while the chan
Ia→Ab results in a single-electron transfer accompanied
the removal of the proton from the D center.

Comparsion of Eqs.~57! and ~60! shows that the con
certed pathway related to theath substates exceeds the co
responding stepwise pathway only ifKconc

(Da)@Kstep
(Ia) . But, in

the case of the cth substates it occurs ifKconc
(Dc)

@Kstep
(Ic)( f p A

(D) f dp A
(I ) /( f dp A

(D) f p A
(I ) ). If one takes into account Eq

~55! it yields

Kconc
(Dc)@Kstep

(Ic)~KA
(I )/KA

(D)!. ~61!

Since a proton uptake by a center is much more effec
when the center has a higher negative charge we may re
that

pKD
(D).pKD

(I ).pKD
(A) , pKA

(D),pKA
(I ),pKA

(A) . ~62!
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The inequalities~62! show that due to different values of th
parameterspKD

(m) and pKA
(m) an effective switching of the

TET pathways is possible via an alteration of thepH value.
This result can be underlined by noting that along with t
inequalities~62! the conditionpKD

(D).pKA
(D) is also valid.

Therefore, if one evaluates thepH dependence of the rat
constants in the vicinity ofpKA

(D) , the approximationf p D
(D)

.1 can be used since it is fulfilled in an excellent mann
Correspondingly, one obtains

KTET
(f) 5Kstep

(f) 1Kconc
(f) ,

Kstep
(f) 5

Ks

1110pH2pKA
(D) , Kconc

(f) 5
Kc

1110pKA
(D)

2pH
, ~63!

whereKs andKc arepH-independent constants character
ing the transfer rates along the sequential and the conce
pathways. Figure 7 shows the switching of the TET pa
ways caused by the change of thepH value in the vicinity of
a certain value ofpKA

(D) . It is clearly seen that the stepwis
and the concerted mechanism dominate in two differentpH
domains.

The scheme of the proton-assisted D-A TET reaction
given in Fig. 6 indicates that the interpretation of the resu
essentially depends on the weights of the corresponding
states. If the major weights are related to identical substa
e.g.,Dc andAc, the transfer of electrons can be charact
ized as a pure D-A TET reaction. If the weightsDc andAb
dominate in the respective electronic statesD andA, then the
D-A TET is accompanied by proton release and proton
take, and consequently a hydride transfer reaction proce
Below we will apply the coarse-grained approach to the
scription of the transfer of reducing equivalents in myc
thione reductase.

IV. TET REDUCTION OF MYCOTHIONE REDUCTASE
BY NADPH

Micothione reductase~MycR! catalyzes the nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide phosphate~NADPH!–dependent reduc

FIG. 7. Example for the replacement of the stepwise pathway
the concerted one. The calculations are based on Eq.~63! with Ks

510K0 , Kc5K0.
6-9
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PETROV, TESLENKO, AND MAY PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 061916 ~2003!
tion of mycothione disulfide. The reduction proceeds as
transfer of two electrons from NADPH to the active-site cy
teines, Cys44uSuSuCys39 across the bound FAD~flavin
adenine dinucleotide!. The catalysis includes a lot of differ
ent electron and proton coupled steps. We restrict ourse
the consideration of the two-electron reduction of the
zyme MycR. Detailed experimental studies of this~and
other! catalytic steps are reported in Ref.@15# where a mini-
mal kinetic model has been introduced and where an ex
nation has been given of the chemical mechanism relate
the ET events. In particular it has been found that the enzy
reduction by NADPH occurs via single-exponential kinet
with an overall TET rateK red'130 s21. The reduction is
fixed by the appearance of the thiol-flavin charge-trans
complex FAD–(EredH)2 with a characteristic absorbance
about 530 nm.~Here and below the symbols Eox and Ered
stand for the oxidized and the twofold reduced forms, resp
tively of the enzyme.! A detailed analysis of thepH depen-
dence of this reaction given in Ref.@15# shows that,~a! there
exists a group X~probably Arg! whose deprotonation at hig
pH values affects the binding of NADPH to MycR,~b!
Cys44uSuSuCys39 disulfide is cleaved to generate th
dithiolate while Cys44 remains ionized~just such an ioniza-
tion is responsible for the strong charge-transfer interac
with FAD!, ~c! the protonation of Cys39 might slow down the
rate of the enzyme reduction, and~d! the very fast step of the
common TET process refers to the creation of a FAD
Eox-NADPH charge-transfer complex.

To understand the possible electron-proton transfer p
ways in a given TET reaction we consider the transit
scheme depicted in Fig. 8. The boxesA, B, C, D, andD8
represent the different electronic states, with boxD8 as the
final reduced state which corresponds to the remova
NADP1 from the enzyme. Wavy arrows indicate the fa
protonation/deprotonation processes in each electronic
~compare the schemes in Figs. 8 and 6!. Note that the fol-
lowing abbreviations have been used in the scheme~R is the
His444uH•••Glu448 pair!:

Eox5X,Cys44uSuSuCys39, . . . ,R,

EoxH5X,Cys44uS1, Cys39uSH, . . . ,R,

E25X,Cys44uS2, SuCys39, . . . ,R,

EH5X,Cys44uS, Cys39uSH, . . . ,R,

Ered5X,Cys44uS2,Cys39uS2, . . . ,R,

~EredH!25X,Cys44uS2,Cys39uSH . . . ,R. ~64!

Remember that the coarse-grained description used in
present paper supposes that the TET proceeds agains
background of fast protonation/deprotonation proces
Therefore and with noting that the binding of NADPH is al
a fast kinetic process the set of kinetic equations looks s
lar to that of Eq.~A8!. This set includes the correspondin
transfer rateskmn and describes the evolution of the integr
population Pm(t) of each electronic state m
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5A,B,C,D,D8. Note that besides the rates of sequential tra
fer which are shown in the scheme, there also exists r
kBD andkDB ~not shown in the scheme! which characterize
the concerted transfer of two electrons. All transfer rateskmn
can be evaluated in line with Eq.~A9!. For instance, one
obtains kBC5( l B

( l C
Ql B

(B)kBlB ClC
where the quantityQl B

(B)

5ZB
21exp(2GlB

(B)/RT) denotes the weight of thel Bth substate

in the electronic stateB (Gl B
(B) is the free energy of substat

l B in electronic stateB). To proceed we take into conside
ation the fact that the FAD reduction takes place on a sho
time scale than the TET between FADH2 and the site
Cys44uSuSuCys39. It means that the TET occurs again
the background of much faster transition processes betw
the A and theB electronic states. Therefore a quasiequil
rium exists between the populations of both states,
PA(t)/PB(t)5ZA /ZB @cf. Eq. ~A10!#. This circumstance al-
lows us to operate with the integral populationP1(t)
[PA(t)1PB(t), and we are able to utilize a coarse-grain
relation PA(B)(t)5@ZA(B) /(ZA1ZB)#P1(t). Moreover, it is
necessary to underline that NADP1 is removed from the

FIG. 8. Scheme for the extended version of proton-assisted t
electron reduction of mycothione reductase. The notation of
enzyme groups which participate in the TET is explained in E
~64!. Wavy lines indicate the protonation/deprotonation proces
The large boxes represent the electronic states which contain t
substates with various groups which accept or release protons~inner
boxes!. The shaded inner boxes denote the major substates w
participate in the formation of the sequential TET pathway.
6-10
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TWO-ELECTRON TRANSFER REACTIONS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 061916 ~2003!
enzyme rather fast compared to the TET reduction of
enzyme. Therefore, a coarse-grained relationPD(D8)(t)
5@ZD(D8) /(ZD1ZD8)#P3(t) is also valid and we can intro
duce an integral population of the finalD andD8 electronic
states,P3(t)[PD(t)1PD8(t). The introduction of two inte-
gral populationsP1(t) andP2(t) allows us to operate with a
set of three coupled equations

Ṗ1~ t !52~r 1q!P1~ t !1gP2~ t !, ~65!

Ṗ2~ t !52~g1k!P2~ t !1rP1~ t ! ,

Ṗ3~ t !5qP1~ t !1kP2~ t ! ,

where the population of the transient electronic stateC is
denoted byP2(t)[PC(t). To derive Eqs.~65!, we took into
consideration the fact that the quantum yield of the redu
fraction (EredH)2, cf. Eq. ~64!, is near unity and thus back
ward rateskDC and kDB are negligible compared with th
corresponding forward rateskCD andkBD , respectively. The
transfer rates which enter Eqs.~65! are given by

r[k125
ZB

ZA1ZB
(
l B

(
l C

Ql B
(B)kBlB ClC

,

g[k215(
l C

(
l D

Ql C
(C)kClC BlB

,

q[k135
ZB

ZA1ZB
(
l B

(
l D

Ql B
(B)kBlB Dl D

,

k[k235(
l C

(
l D

Ql C
(C)kClC Dl D

. ~66!

The exact solution of Eqs.~65! results in two-exponentia
kinetics. Since the experiment shows a single-exponen
behavior we have to suppose that only a minor population
the transient stateC is realized in the course of the TET. Th
means that one has to putg,k@r ,q which allows us to in-
troduce the following approximate solution:

PD~ t !.S 12PImax

q

r
2PI max

2 k

r De2KTETt,

PI~ t !.PI maxe
2KTETt,

PA~ t !.12S 12PI max

q

r
1PI max

2 g

r De2KTETt. ~67!

Here,PI max.r/(k1g) is the maximal population of the tran
sient electronic state and

KTET5K red5Kconc1Kstep ~Kconc5q, Kstep5PI maxk!

~68!

denotes the overall transfer rate of the enzyme reduction.
rate ~68! contains a contribution from the concerted and
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contribution from the stepwise TET mechanism. In the f
lowing, we will analyze thepH dependence of both contri
butions.

In accordance with the experimental findings noted abo
there has to exist a certain group X~probably Arg!
which, if being in the protonated state, favors t
binding of NADPH to the enzyme. Based on the partial s
tistical sum exp(2Gp

(X)/RT)1exp@2(Gdp
(X)1RT@H1#)/RT#

5exp(2Gp
(X)/RT)@ f p

(X)#21 which includes the protonate
and the deprotonated substates of the X group in the e
tronic ground state 0~with the corresponding free energie
Gp

(X) and Gdp
(X)), one can introduce a partition function fo

each electronic statem5A,B,C,D,D8 as

Zm5Z̄m@ f p
(X)#21, Z̄m5(

l m
exp~2Gl m

(m)/RT!, ~69!

wheref p
(X)[ f p X

(0) is defined according to Eq.~55!, andGl m
(m) is

the free energy of thel mth substate with a protonated X
group.

To derive a commonpH dependence of the TET transfe
rates a precise specification of those major substates w
form the electron pathways and which are completely c
nected with the electronic statesB, C, andD becomes nec-
essary. To compare our theoretical model with experime
data we restrict ourself to the consideration of thepH do-
main from 6 to 10. At suchpH values, the weight of the
fraction FADH2 in the electronic stateB is smaller than the
weight of the corresponding fraction FADH2. Besides, it is
well known ~cf., e.g., @45#! that FADH2 is oxidated in a
much more effective way than FADH2. Therefore, the sub-
statesb andd in the electronic stateB seem to be more likely
to participate in TET reaction as the remaining substatea
andc. Experimental data on flavin reduction and its reoxid
tion by disulfide show@46# that the most efficient oxidation
of the FADH2 occurs for the disulfide group whether th
group is cleaved or protonated. Therefore, in the electro
stateB, just the substated is the major candidate to form th
electronic pathways. In contrast, the free energies of all s
states of the electronic stateA are positioned below the sub
state energies which belong to the electronic statesB andC.
As a result of this, one can putZA1ZB'ZA5Z̄A@ f p

X#21

when calculating the transfer rates given in Eq.~66!. To de-
rive a concrete expression forZ̄A we have to note that the
symbolsc andd in box A ~cf. Fig. 8! indicate the substate
with the absorbed NADPH while the symbolsb andd refer
to the protonated Cys39 in the structure
Cys44uSuSuCys39. Denoting byGd

(A) the free energy of
substated which contains the bound NADPH and the prot
nated Cys39, one derives

Z̄A5exp~2Gd
(A)/RT!@ f NADPH

(A) f p
(Cys)#21. ~70!

The distribution functionf p
(Cys)[ f p Cys

(A) characterizes the pro
tonation of Cys39. Its concrete expression is given in E
~55!, where KCys

(A)[exp@2(Gdp Cys
(A) 2Gp Cys

A )/RT#. Moreover,
we have introduced the quantity f [NADPH]

(A)
6-11
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5@NADPH#/(@NADPH#1Kdis), which defines the weigh
of the NADPH-bound fraction of the S-E complex (Kdis and
@NADPH# are the dissociation constant and the NADPH co
centration, respectively!.

Formation of the concerted pathway. In line with Eqs.
~66! and~68! the concerted transfer rate is expressed via
partial rate constantskBlB Dl D

. Since, Bd is the dominant
substate for the electronic pathways one can write

Kconc.exp~2Gd
(B)/RT!ZA

21(
l D

kBd→Dl D
, ~71!

where the relationZA1ZB'ZA has been also used. T
specify the exponential prefactor we note that the subst
Bd and Ad refer to the deprotonated and the protona
group of Cys39, respectively, and to the case where the
zyme exists in the oxidized form@cf. the notation in Eq.~64!
and Fig. 8#. Therefore, we set exp(2Gd

(B)/RT)/ZA

5exp(2DGd
(BA)/RT)/fdp

(Cys) , where the quantityDGd
(AB) de-

fines the difference of free energies related to substatesBd
andAd. Note that due to the fact that both electronic stateA
andB contain the same structures Eox and EoxH, we have to
put KCys

(A)'KCys
(B) . Thus, the function f dp

(Cys) specifies the
weight of the substates with the deprotonated group Cy39,
i.e., the weight of the fraction Eox in both electronic states,A
and B. Now, the concerted part of the overall transfer ra
KTET can be written as

Kconc5 f p
(X) f dp

(Cys)Kconc
(0) . ~72!

This expression shows that thepH dependence of the con
certed transfer rate is completely included in the weightsf p

(X)

and f dp
(Cys) defined by Eq.~55!, while the part

Kconc
(0) 5 f NADPH

(A) exp~2DGd
(BA)/RT!

2p

\

3(
l D

uVDl D Bdu2~FC!Bd→Dl D
~73!

is a pH-independent factor. Just this factor defines the ma
mal value of the concerted TET rate. It remains to specify
electronic couplingsVDl D Bd for the TET process.

A direct determination ofVDl D Bd can be achieved by
quantum chemical computations as it has been done
large extent for single-electron transfer processes@7#. Here,
we will remain on a qualitative level and explain one po
sible mechanism for the formation of the two-electron co
pling VDl D Bd . To this end, one has to note that D-A TET

MycR occurs between the FADH2 ~donor site! and
Cys44uSuSuCys39 ~acceptor site!, and thus appears as
distant TET. Therefore, a two-electron coupling could
formed via a repeated mechanism of superexchange if
supposes that in line with the scheme of Fig. 8 the trans
~intermediate! state is given by the stateC while the statesB
and D act as the donor and acceptor, respectively. In
system under consideration, there exist several sin
electron pathways between the donor and the acceptor s
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and thus there must exist several single-electron supe
change couplings responsible for the transitionsB→C ~cou-
plings VCa Bb,VCc Bd) and for the transitionsC→D ~cou-
plings VDb Cb ,VDa Cd). Besides, a lot of single-electro
pathways are accompanied by the removal or the uptake
proton. As an example we refer toVCb Bd andVDb Cc , which
are responsible for the mentioned transitionsB→C and C
→D, respectively. Experimental results, however, indicat
small population of stateC ~including all substatesl C).
Therefore, in noting Eq.~B4! one derives

uVDl D Bdu25
uVDl D ClC

u2uVClC Bdu2

DEClC BdDEClC Dl D

. ~74!

The matrix elementsVClCBd and VDl DClC
which determine

the two-electron couplingVDl DBd are maximal if the corre-

sponding substatesClC andDl D show a minimal conforma-
tional difference with respect to the substateBd, and if the
substates forming the two-electron pathway involve a m
mal number of protons~to reduce the number of overla
integrals!. In the case under consideration, we derive an
pression forVDl DBd by only using pure single-electron cou

plings ~such asVCb Bd) and the couplings describing com
bined electron-proton transitions~such as the coupling
VCc Bd). Therefore, a two-electron superexchange matrix
ementVDl D Bd is formed by two pairs of possible pathway

either with the participation of the virtualCc or by the par-
ticipation of the virtualCb substates. The first pair corre
sponds to the channelsBd→Cc→Da and Bd→Cc→Db,
while the second pair of pathways is associated with
channelsBd→Cb→Da and Bd→Cb→Db. Each of the
channels contains the pure electron transition and the pro
assisted electron transition. As an example we refer to
channelBd→Cc→Db, where the (Bd→Cc) and the (Cc
→Db) pathways refer to pure single-electron and proto
assisted electron transitions, respectively. Another examp
given by the channelBd→Cb→Db, where the pathway
Bd→Cb is associated with a single-electron transfer acco
panied by the proton displacement within the enzyme, wh
pathwayCb→Db refers to a pure single-electron transfer

Formation of the stepwise pathway. It has been already
mentioned that the representation of the overall transfer
by adding contributions from the concerted and stepw
mechanisms of TET, Eq.~68!, is correct at a rather sma
population of the transient state (PImax,1022). Just in this
case the substatesClC can be considered as virtual interm
diate substates which are responsible for the formation o
two-electron superexchange coupling between the initial
the final states denoted in Fig. 8 byB and D, respectively.
The principal difference between the stepwise mechan
and the concerted one is related to the fact that within
stepwise donor-acceptor TET the transition stateC acts as a
state which really becomes populated although its total po
lation remains small. It means that the stepwise pathway
pears as a hopping process of electrons between the sub
belonging to the electronic statesB, C, andD. The concrete
form of the stepwise transfer rateKseq5rk/(g1k) follows
6-12
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from Eq. ~68!. As far as the electronic statesC and B are
intermediates for the initial stateA and the final stateD ~in-
cludingD8! we can suppose thatkCB@kCD , i.e.,g@k. This
yields Kseq'(ZC /ZA)k, where the relationr /g5k12/k21
5ZC /(ZA1ZB)'ZC /ZA has been used. The main contrib
tion to the transfer ratek5k23 follows from the channels
which are associated with the oxidation of FADH•2 rather
than of FADH2. This fact is supported by the data o
electron/proton transfer in flavoproteins@45#. Therefore, the
substatesb andd of the transient stateC are preferable can
didates to participate in the stepwise pathway. Note now
in contrast to the electronic stateB where the enzyme MycR
is not reduced yet, the stateC corresponds to a singly re
duced enzyme. The location of the transferred elect
within the enzyme is associated with one of the Cys resi
@for the definition of E2 and EH see Eq.~64!#. Therefore, for
the pH range of 6–10 under consideration the appearanc
an extra negative charge on sulfur makes the substate
where a proton has been absorbed more stable than the
ized state E2 of the enzyme.

Of even greater importance is the fact that in the fi
electronic stateD just the substateDb with the proton
coupled to Cys39 specifies a stable dithiolate while Cys44
remains ionized and creates the charge-transfer com
FAD2(EredH)2, Eq.~64!. Therefore, the most effective hop
ping channel which lets one move an electron from stateC to
stateD can be associated with the transitionCb→Db. This
yields k'kCD5Qb

(C)kCb Db . Note that the given one
particle hop corresponds to a pure electron transfer and
has to be thought of to be more effective than the, e.g., m
complicated electron hopsCb→ Da or Cd→ Db, where
the ET is accompanied either by a proton removal or b
proton uptake, respectively.~In Fig. 8 the most importan
substates forming the stepwise pathway are indicated by
inner shaded boxes.! The final form of the stepwise
forward TET rate follows from the expressio
Kstep'exp(2Gb

(C)/kBT)ZA
21kCb Db . Introducing the pH-

independent factorKstep
(0) the stepwise transfer rate of the tw

electron enzyme reduction reaction can be represented

Kstep5 f p
(X)Kstep

(0) , ~75!

with the pH-independent factor

Kstep
(0) 5 f NADPH

(A) exp~2DGd
(CA)/RT!

2p

\
uVDb Cbu2~FC!Cb→Db .

~76!

In line with Eq. ~55! the function f p
(X) decreases with the

decrease of proton concentration@H1#. Therefore, the step
wise transfer rate~75! decreases only when thepH increases.
In contrast, the functionf dp

(Cys) increases with increasing pH
As a result we obtain a bell-shapedpH-dependence of the
concerted transfer rate~72! which is defined by the produc
of f p

(X) and of f dp
(Cys). Hence, it becomes obvious that th

concerted and the stepwise contribution are characterize
a differentpH dependence.

Figure 9 shows thepH-dependence of the two-electro
MycR reduction. The experimental data are best fit
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to the pH-dependence log10y5 log10$C/(11@H1#/Ka

1Kb /@H1#)% in using pKa56.860.2 and pKb59.160.2
@15#. The groups exhibitingpK values of 6.860.2 and 9.1
60.2 are Cys and presumably Arg, respectively. Protona
and deprotonation of the corresponding groups decrease
TET reduction of the enzyme MycR~see the detailed discus
sion in Ref.@15#!. Utilizing pK(Cys)56.8 andpK(X)59.1 we
see that the theoretical curveKTET5KTET(pH), Eq. ~72! de-
scribes the measuredpH dependence with a rather good a
curacy. Therefore, just the concerted mechanism of T
probably should dominate the reactions and thus should
used to explain the experiments.

V. CONCLUSION

In the present paper we have considered different type
concerted and stepwise pathways controlling brid
mediated two-electron transfer~TET! reactions. It has been
shown that at small bridge populations~less than 1022) the
complex multiexponential TET process can be reduced t
simple two-exponential electron transfer process betw
three distinct two-electron states, the initial~donor! stateD
[ D22BA with both electrons at the donor, the intermedia
transient stateI[ D2BA2, and the stateA[DBA22 with
both electrons at the acceptor. If, additionally, the populat
of the intermediate electronic state remains small~less than
1022) the TET is reduced to a single-exponential proce
Eq. ~39!, i.e., reduced to a D-A TET reaction. In this case, t
corresponding overall transfer rate, Eq.~40!, contains an ad-
ditive contribution from the stepwise and the concerted pa
ways. The stepwise pathway is originated by sequential
superexchange single-electron transfer processes which
fer in their dependence on the bridge length. In contrast,
concerted pathway is a specific two-electron superexcha
process based on repeated single-electron superexch
through the bridging states~3! and~5! as well as through the
intermediate state~4!.

Special attention has been put on thepH dependence of
the reaction. Therefore, D-A TET has been studied for th
cases where it is accompanied by a fast uptake and/or rel

FIG. 9. pH dependence of the two-electron reduction reaction
mycothione reductase. The points correspond to the experime
data of Ref.@15#. The theoretical curve follows from the concerte
mechanism of proton-assisted TET, Eq.~72!.
6-13
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of protons which becomes possible if the protonated str
ture groups carry out a proton exchange with the surround
solvent. As far as the protonation/deprotonation proces
faster than the nonadiabatic TET, the weights of the pro
nated and the deprotonated substates, Eq.~54!, determine the
probability for each ET channel participating in the co
certed or the stepwise pathway. The differentpH dependence
of the concerted and the stepwise contribution to the ove
D-A TET rate just results from the presence of this transi
state. According to this state the protonated and deproton
substates contribute differently to the formation of the p
ticular electronic pathways. The proposed model shows
the participation of protonated and deprotonated substate
the initial, transient, and final electronic state reduces
proton-assisted TET to three types of D-A TET:~i! the com-
pletely electronic D-A TET,~ii ! the hydride D-A TET, and
~iii ! the two-proton involved D-A TET. Which type of TET
reaction takes place is fixed by the weights of the most
portant substates participating in the TET. This fact could
demonstrated by a comparison of the theoretical model w
available experimental data on the TET reduction of mi
thione reductase by NADPH. Our analysis of the possi
electronic pathways indicates that the TET-reduction proc
of the enzyme can proceed through the concerted mecha
of proton-assisted TET. Just in this case the computedpH
dependence of the TET reduction reproduces the meas
data rather well. We have also discussed a possible me
nism of the formation of distant two-electron superexchan
coupling, Eq.~74!, between the FADH2 ~donor site! and
Cys44uSuSuCys39 ~acceptor site! via virtual substates o
the transient electronic stateC. The concrete form of the
coupling is shown to express the product of single-elect
superexchange couplings between the substates belongin
ther to theB and C or to theC and D electronic states~cf.
notations in scheme in Fig. 8!. Thus the discussed mech
nism of the formation of a TET superexchange process
tween the initial donor and final acceptor states can be
scribed by a repeated single-electron superexchange thr
the intermediate virtual electronic stateC.

Finishing the discussion we note that the derived exp
sions for the sequential and superexchange transfer r
Eqs.~47! and ~53!, respectively, follow from the model of a
regular bridge where only the couplings between the ter
nal bridge groups and the adjacent donor and acceptor
ters depend on the charging of these centers. The inte
bridge energies and the intersite bridge couplings have b
assumed to be independent of the distance from the D
the A sites. Such a phenomenological model serves as
basis for the investigation of numerous transfer processe
molecular systems~see, for instance, Refs.@3,5–8#!. In the
framework of such a model the bridge-length dependenc
the sequential and the superexchange contribution is d
mined by different decay parameters~43!–~46!. Recently,
this model has been successfully applied to the explana
of experimental data on single-electron D-A transfer throu
proline chains@42#. Generally, if studying the length depen
dence of rate constants, one has to carefully account for
influance of the Coulomb interections between the charg
Just this interaction is able to destroy the regularity of
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bridge through the dependence of the local energy levels
reorganization energies on the position of the transfer
electrons within the DBA system~see, for example, the dis
cussion in Ref.@47#!.
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APPENDIX A: KINETIC EQUATIONS
FOR THE DESCRIPTION OF NONADIABATIC

BRIDGE-MEDIATED TET PROCESSES

If an electron transfer proceeds against the backgroun
fast vibrational relaxation, one can employ a coarse-grai
approach@40,41# to derive kinetic equations for the integra
site populationsPm(t). In the case under consideration a
electronic statem is characterized byNm substates denote
by l m . In order to derive kinetic equations for the popul
tions PM(t) (M[mlm) we follow Refs. @40,41#. The ap-
proach starts with the Hamiltonians~12! and ~13! and leads
to the following set of kinetic equations:

Ṗmlm
~ t !52S (

l m8 Þ l m

Nm

kmlm→ml
m8
1 (

nÞm
(

l n51

Nn

kmlm→nlnD Pnln
~ t !

1 (
l m8 Þ l m

Nm

kml
m8 →mlm

Pml
m8
~ t !

1 (
nÞm

(
l n51

Nn

knln→mlm
Pnln

~ t !. ~A1!

The rate constants

kmlm→nln
5

2p

\
uVnln mlm

u2~FC!mlm→nln
~A2!

characterize the transitions between thel mth and l nth sub-
states related to different electronic statesm andn. Accord-
ing to the nonadiabatic nature of the transitions the rates
given as a product of a pure electronic factor and the Fran
Condon factor, FC. This separation implies the Condon
proximation VM $vM%M8$v

M8
8 %'^$vM%u$vM8

8 %&VM M8 , where

^$vM%u$vM8
8 %& denotes the overlap integral between the

brational states whileVM M8 is the electronic coupling be
tween the electronic substatesM5mlm and M 85m8l m8 .
The concrete form of the Franck-Condon factor is detemin
by the used model for the vibrations and their coupling to
elctronic states~cf. Refs.@3,5,7,41,42,48,49#!.

In contrast to the foregoing type the rate consta
kmlm→ml

m8
are responsible for transitions between the s

statesl m and l m8 belonging to the samemth electronic state.
Their form is similar to that given in Eq.~A2!, but the inter-
action matrix elementsVnln mlm

have to be replaced

^mlm8 uH (NA)umlm&, whereH (NA) denotes the electronic nona
6-14
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TWO-ELECTRON TRANSFER REACTIONS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 061916 ~2003!
diabatic coupling operator@48,49#. Obviously, the processe
which are characterized by the rate constantskmlm→ml

m8
do

not change the spatial position of the transferred electr
within the DBA system in contrast to those processes g
erned by the intersite rate constants~A2!.

The kinetic equations~A1! are valid for a time scale muc
larger thant rel ~in molecular systemst rel typically amounts
to values between 0.1 and 10 ps@50,51#!. Since nonadiabatic
TET is considered the rates~A2! have to be much smalle
than the rateskmlm→ml

m8
. This requires that the TET has t

also proceed against the background of fast substate-sub
transitions within each electronic state. Therefore, the ch
acteristic timetsubstof these transitions is much smaller tha
the timetTET of the TET itself@cf. basic inequality~1!#. This
inequality allows one to perform an additional coars
graining reduction of Eq.~A1!. To this end we introduce the
total population of themth electronic state:

Pm~ t !5(
l m

Pmlm
~ t !. ~A3!

These quantities are related to particular spatial position
both transferred electrons within the DBA system@cf. Eqs.
~2!–~6!# and fulfil the normalization condition(mPm(t)
51. Next we note that att@tsubst the substate population
satisfy a quasiequilibrium conditionPmlm

(t)/Pml
m8
(t)

5Zmlm
/Zml

m8
with

Zmlm
5 (

$v l m
%

exp@2E~mlm$v l m
%!/kBT# ~A4!

being the partition function of thel mth electronic state. Then
one may derive

Pmlm
~ t !5Ql m

(m)PM~ t !. ~A5!

To define the statistical weight of substatel m in the mth
electronic state,

Ql m
(m)5Zmlm

/Zm , ~A6!

one has to calculate the partition function of themth elec-
tronic state

Zm5(
l m

Zmlm
. ~A7!

Equation~A5! indicates that att@tsubstthe partial~substate!
population changes only via a change of the integral pop
tions of the electronic states. According to Eqs.~A1!, ~A3!,
and ~A5! these populations satisfy the following set
coarse-grained rate equations:

Ṗm~ t !52 (
nÞm

@kmnPm~ t !2knmPn~ t !#, ~A8!

where the intersite transfer rates read

kmn[km→n5 (
l m51

Nm

(
l n51

Nn

Ql m
(m)kmlm→nln

. ~A9!

These rates satisfy the balance conditions
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knm /kmn5Zm /Zn , ~A10!

and accumulate contributions of various ET channels eac
which is related to the transfer between the substatesl m and
l n . The efficiency of each channell m→ l n is determined by
the statistical weightQl m

(m) of the reactant substatel m , Eq.

~A6!, and the corresponding partial rate constantkmlm→nln
,

Eq. ~A2!. Choosing the electronic statesm and n as those
given by Eqs.~2!–~6! we obtain the Eqs.~14!–~22! where
three types of rate constants characterize the TET.~Note that
for a regular bridge we have seta[kmm11 and b
[km11 m .)

APPENDIX B: SUPEREXCHANGE AT D-A TET

The coupling matrix elementsVnln mlm
are those quantities

which specify the type of rate constantskmn in the TET
process@see Eqs.~A2! and~A9!#. Single-electron transitions
between nearest-neighbored sites of electron location are
fined by a direct overlapping of the corresponding electro
wave functions. Such an overlapping defines the coupli
V1l 1Dl D

,VNlNAlA
andV1l

18Dl
D8

8 ,VNl
N8 Al

A8
8 which are related to the

first and the second step of the TET process, respectiv
Moreover, intersite bridge couplings VBlml

m118

[Vmlmm11l
m118 are also defined by electronic overlappin

integrals between neighboring units. At the same time
couplingsVDl DIl I

, VIl IAlA
, andVDl DAlA

are formed owing to
the consecutive overlapping of wave functions of the D,
B, and the A units~superexchange mechanism!. It is a spe-
cific property of the coarse-grained iteration procedure~see
Appendix A and Refs.@40,41#! that it not only allows one to
derive the set of rate equations and corresponding rate
stants but it also determines the superexchange electr
couplings,VDl DIl I

, VIl IAlA
, andVDl DAlA

.
We present the form of these quantities for the case

deep tunneling between the statesuD&, uI &, anduA& ~see Eqs.
~2!, ~4! and ~6!, respectively!. In the simplest case wher
further electronic substates are absent an iteration proce
yields ~the indicesl D , l A , l Bm

, and l B̃n
have been omitted!

uVDI u25
uVD1VB

N21VNAu2

~DEDDEI
(1)!N

,

uVIAu25
uVD18 VB

N21VNA8 u2

~DEADEI
(2)!N

,

uVDAu25
uVD1VB

N21VNAVD18 VB
N21VNA8 u2

@DEDDẼDDEADẼA#NDEIDDEIA

. ~B1!

The different types of energy gaps are given in Fig. 1, a
we have additionally introduced the energy differenc
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DẼD5E(DB2A2)2E(D2˙ 2BA), DẼA5E(D2B2A)
2E(DBA22), DEID5E(D22BA2)2E(D2˙ 2BA) 5DED

2DEI
(1) , and DEIA5E(D2B2A) 2E(DBA22)5DEA

2DEI
(2) . It follows from the definition of the electronic

states thatDẼD5DEID1DEI
(2) , DẼA5DEIA1DEI

(1) , and
thus if DEID!DEI

(2) andDEIA!DEI
(1) , we may identify

uVDAu25
uVDI u2uVIAu2

DEIDDEIA
. ~B2!

Since the quantitiesVDI andVIA refer to single-electron su
perexchange couplings the formula foruVDAu2 clearly indi-
cates that the two-electron superexchange is originated
repeated single-electron superexchange transitions.

If the electronic states are characterized by additio
substates, then the superexchange couplings do not
depend on the substatesl D , l I , and l A but also on the
bridge substatesl m (m5B1 ,B2 , . . . ,BN) and l n8 (n

5B̃1 ,B̃2 , . . . ,B̃N). Here we will only restrict our consider
ation to the case of a rigid bridge where the electronic sta
of the bridge units do not split off into various substates. T
corresponding single-electron couplings read
l

s

s-
n

c.

.

oc

06191
by

l
nly

s
e

uVDl DIl I
u25

uVDl D1VB
N21VNAlA

u2

~DEDl D
DEIl I

(1)!N
,

uVIl IAlA
u25

uVDl D18 VB
N21VNAlA

8 u2

~DEAlA
DEIl I

(2)!N
, ~B3!

where the energy gapsDEDl D
, DEIl I

(1) , DEAlA
, andDEIl I

(2) are

completely analogous to the above mentioned energy g
DED , DEI

(1) , DEA , andDEI
(2) , respectively.

For the two-electron coupling we only present the expr
sion which is valid for DEIl IDl D

!DEIl I

(2) and DEIl IAlA

!DEIl I

(1) ~compare this with the above given inequaliti

DEID!DEI
(2) andDEIA!DEI

(1)),

uVDl DAlA
u25

uVDl DIl I
u2uVIl IAlA

u2

DEIl IDl D
DEIl IAlA

. ~B4!

Here, theDEIl IDl D
(DEIl IAlA

) are the energy gaps betwee

the l I th intermediate and thel Dth donor (l Ath acceptor! two-
electron substate.
ys.

m.
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